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Objective: The study objectives were to adapt and validate a substance use disorder (SUD) screening
instrument in American Sign Language (ASL) to be used to identify those deaf individuals who have a
high probability of having an SUD. The goal was to develop an accurate screening instrument that
balanced sensitivity and specificity while imposing minimal response burden on respondents. Method:
A sample of 198 deaf participants in behavioral health, family social service, and educational programs
that provide specialized services for deaf individuals was interviewed to obtain clinical diagnoses for
current (past 12 months) SUD according to criteria of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, 4th edition, and completed a 42-item version of the Substance Abuse Screener in American
Sign Language (SAS⫺ASL). We used Rasch and discriminant function analyses to reduce the instrument
to 28 items, then divided the sample into a development subsample, used to formulate a scoring routine,
and a validation subsample to assess correspondence with clinical diagnoses. To provide validation data
on the shortened SAS⫺ASL, an independent sample of 62 respondents was diagnosed and completed the
screener. Results: The SAS⫺ASL instrument demonstrated good person reliability (.85), sensitivity
(.90), and specificity (.84) in the primary validation sample, and 100% screening accuracy with 62
respondents in the second validation sample. Conclusion: The SAS⫺ASL provides a standardized SUD
screening for the deaf population. The adaptability of the instrument to electronic administration lends
itself to a continuum of technologically supported services for a high-risk population that is disenfranchised for most community-based behavioral health services.
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Impact and Implications

Introduction

• Clinicians’ need for an efficient and accurate means of identifying
substance use disorders in deaf individuals is met with the Substance
Abuse Screener in American Sign Language (SAS-ASL).
• The SAS-ASL can be used to identify deaf persons who need further
evaluation for substance use disorders and to facilitate treatment planning.
• Greater awareness of substance use disorder treatment needs will
help more deaf persons obtain the services they need for conditions
which historically have not been identified.

The need for an efficient and accurate means of identifying substance use disorders (SUDs) in deaf individuals has been largely
unaddressed, owing in part to the lack of empirically validated screening tools for use in this population. Researchers have reported that the
prevalence of substance abuse in the deaf community is at least
equivalent to the hearing population (Lipton & Goldstein, 1997;
Austen & Checinski, 2000; Moore & McAweeney, 2006/2007). According to the most recent U.S. national survey data on SUDs, 8.9%
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of the general population aged 12 or older was classified with substance dependence or abuse in the past year based on criteria specified
in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th
edition (DSM–IV) (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration, 2010). There are at least one million functionally deaf
persons in the United States (Mitchell, 2005), suggesting that at least
90,000 deaf persons in the United States may have a diagnosable SUD
annually.
Deaf persons may experience an elevated risk of SUD for a
number of reasons. Many deaf and hard-of-hearing persons have
less access to educational information about alcohol and other
drugs than their hearing peers. School prevention programs and
media information often preclude access by deaf people due to a
lack of captioned or signed materials, use of unfamiliar vocabulary, and other communication-related barriers. Historically, few
residential schools for the deaf and almost no mainstream public
school programs involve deaf and hard-of-hearing students in
alcohol and drug abuse curricula (Berman, Steja, & Guthmann,
2010; McCrone, 1982; Titus & Guthmann, 2010). Increasingly,
high schools require that students pass a high school exit examination. This requirement places pressure on schools serving deaf
and hard-of-hearing students to focus on academic subjects, with
one consequence being minimal emphasis on drug and alcohol and
other pertinent life skills⫺related education. Additionally, there is
a shortage of professionals working with deaf individuals (Pollard,
1996) and curricula focused on drug and alcohol education for
persons who communicate in American Sign Language (ASL).
Family and social risk factors may also increase substance abuse
risk among deaf individuals. Approximately 90% of all parents of
deaf children are hearing (Mitchell, 2006; Mitchell & Karchmer,
2004; Moores, 2001; Schein, 1974) and may not be able to communicate effectively with their children. Consequently, the process
of “vertical enculturation” whereby parents transmit language,
knowledge, and culture to their children is missing or delayed
(Leigh & Pollard, 2003). Communication among hearing and deaf
family members is typically limited, and incidental learning
through news reports and other media, as well as social discussions
of local alcohol and drug use incidents and the dangers of substance use, is not always accessible to the deaf family members.
The deaf child’s desire to fit in with hearing peers and siblings,
even those who use drugs, may influence his or her decision to use
substances (Austen & Chencinski, 2000; Dick, 1996; McCrone,
1982). Additionally, enabling may occur when hearing family
members overlook classic symptoms of deaf family members’
substance abuse and attribute them instead to hearing loss (Guthmann & Graham, 2004).
For many deaf individuals, accessing spoken and written language is a struggle. While deaf people’s written English may range
from functional illiteracy to mastery (Brauer, Braden, Pollard, &
Hardy-Braz, 1998), the median reading comprehension for 17- and
18-year-old students is at the fourth grade (Gallaudet Research
Institute, 1996). Compounding deaf persons’ access to substance
abuse information is the lack of expertise on the part of hearing
professionals in both the language and the culture of deaf persons
(Guthmann & Graham, 2004; Guthmann & Blozis, 2001; Guthmann & Sandberg, 1998; Pollard, 1996). Deaf people are part of a
linguistic minority whose primary language is ASL. Brauer et al.
(1998) have pointed out that professional competence in psychology and deafness requires sign language fluency, as well as knowl-
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edge of deafness from many perspectives and expertise in mental
health. ASL is a visual language that uses gestures, facial expression, body movements, and finger spelling for the letters of the
individual words, and it is a recognized language with a distinct
grammar, syntax, and vocabulary. As with any other language,
ASL is shaped by the culture of the people who use it (Stokoe,
1980). Together, deaf persons’ difficulties in accessing spoken and
written language and lack of expertise in deaf sociocultural issues
and ASL on the part of hearing mental health professionals and
substance abuse prevention educators potentially increase deaf
persons’ risk for SUD.
Written screening tools are not the preferred method of identifying SUD within the deaf population. A study using the CAGE
questionnaire and Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test indicated that deaf individuals experience substantial difficulty understanding questions on these frequently used screening instruments,
owing in part to the use of English-language idioms (Alexander,
DiNitto, & Tidblom, 2005). Moreover, the semantics of substance
use and abuse are unfamiliar to many persons who are deaf
(Guthmann & Sandberg, 1998).
Using sign language interpreters to translate written screening
instruments is not an ideal screening strategy. Even when interpreters are available to serve in this capacity and have expertise in
ASL, often they are not trained in the specific terms used in
alcohol or drug abuse assessment and treatment (Guthmann &
Graham, 2004). Variance in translation of specialized terms can
invalidate assessments and screenings. Moreover, such procedures
often take hours of client and staff time that press limited resources. Consequently, there is a need to develop and evaluate a
brief standardized screening instrument in ASL (a) to identify who
is likely to have an SUD and rule out those who do not, (b) to make
an initial approximation of the type of problems and severity, and
(c) to guide referral to further assessment and treatment.
In 2005, the Rehabilitation Research and Training Center on
Substance Abuse, Disability, and Employment (RRTC) at
Wright State University, in collaboration with the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago and the SASSI Institute, initiated
research to develop and field test a substance abuse screener for
persons with disabilities who apply for employment assistance
from state-based vocational rehabilitation (VR) programs. We
theorized that a specialized screener could address readability,
accessibility, prescription drug use, and employment-related
consequences of substance use. The instrument was based on
items selected from the Substance Abuse Subtle Screening
Inventory⫺3 (SASSI-3; Lazowski, Miller, Boye, & Miller,
1998). The capacity of the SASSI Institute to support the
instrument’s use through an established distribution infrastructure, automated scoring, and individual reports on screening
results were additional considerations. The provisional 75-item
Substance Abuse in Vocational Rehabilitation–Screener
(SAVR-S) was validated and shortened using data from approximately 1,000 VR consumers with disabilities (Heinemann,
Lazowski, Moore, Miller, & McAweeney, 2008). At the request
of VR personnel, and supplemented by funding from the National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research, a
separate, ASL-based instrument was created from the SASSI-3
and new prescription drug use items (Guthmann & Moore,
2007).
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Study Objectives
Our objectives were to develop and validate a substance use
screening instrument in ASL to be used to identify deaf individuals
who have a high probability of having an SUD so that they might
be evaluated for treatment needs. Our goal was to develop an
accurate screening instrument that balanced sensitivity and specificity while imposing minimal response burden on participants.
Modifications of the provisional version of the SAVR-S that
was being developed for more general use for clients with disabilities were needed to accommodate the needs of deaf individuals
due to readability, wording, regional differences in signing words
or phrases, and instrument length.

SASSI-3 screening result regarding likelihood of SUD. These
items were translated into ASL by a linguistics committee of deaf
professionals who were native ASL users. Instrument length was
reduced through extensive evaluations of back-translations provided by 37 deaf individuals from 19 states and multiple regions
throughout the United States; ASL was their preferred mode of
communication. Analyses of participants’ back-translations and
the linguistic committee’s recommendations yielded 42 items (including 40 items to evaluate likelihood of SUD and two to identify
random responding) that demonstrated consistent translations in
both ASL and English; these items comprised the item pool for the
validation phase of this research. Further details of the translation
project and challenges encountered can be found in Guthmann and
Moore (2007); see also Graybill et al. (2010).

Method
Sample
We recruited 198 deaf participants in five states (California,
Minnesota, New Jersey, Ohio, and Washington) from 10 residential and outpatient behavioral health and family social service
programs that provide specialized services for deaf individuals, as
well as from two residential schools for the deaf.
The sample included persons who were White (47%), African
American (17%), Asian (4%), Native Hawaiian (3%), Native
American (3%), and biracial or other races (27%). Thirty percent
were of Hispanic origin. Men composed 55% of the sample.
Marital status included 66% never married, 13% part of an unmarried couple, 10% were divorced, 6% married, and 5% were
separated or widowed. Education level included 26% with less
than a high school degree, 70% had a high school degree or
equivalent, 2% had less than 2 years of postsecondary education,
and 2% had a postsecondary degree. Mean years of education was
11.8 (SD ⫽ 1.3; range: 9 –21). The mean age was 30.8 years (SD ⫽
13.4; range: 18 –71).

Diagnostic Evaluations and Screening
Instrument Items
SUD diagnosis. Diagnostic evaluations of participants’ current status on DSM criteria for SUD were provided by certified
mental health or substance abuse counselors at programs that
provide specialized services for deaf individuals. All counselors
were either deaf or hearing, fluent in ASL, and conducted their
evaluations in individual sessions with participants. Faculty from
school settings were credentialed in the area of counseling, familiar with DSM nosology, and ASL-fluent.
Initial SASⴚASL item pool. The screening instrument was
derived from the SASSI-3. The SASSI-3 consists of 67 true⫺false
items that include items with no apparent relationship to substance
misuse as well as items to identify random answering; 12 items
that ask clients to report experienced consequences of alcohol use;
and 14 items pertaining to the abuse of illicit drugs. Based on
recommendations of focus groups of counselors who work with
clients with disabilities, items were added to the item pool for the
SAS⫺ASL to assess misuse of prescription medications. The
initial version of the SAS⫺ASL (Guthmann & Moore, 2007)
contained 75 items, including items to identify random answering
and prescription drug abuse, as well as items used in the standard

Rating Scale Analyses
We used the Rasch rating scale model to evaluate the characteristics of the 40 substance use screening items on the SAS⫺ASL
and to estimate the level of the people on the underlying dimension
being measured—in this case, SUD. The Rasch measurement
model is used frequently in developing and revising instruments
used in education, quality of life, and health (Bezruczko, 2005;
Rasch, 1980). Rasch analysis includes a family of models to
calibrate items with different characteristics. Because the
SAS⫺ASL uses ordinal rating scales, we used the Rasch rating
scale model (Wright & Stone, 1999). There are several criteria to
assess the quality of an instrument using the Rasch model. Person
separation values greater than 2.0 indicate the ability to distinguish
at least three levels of the construct in the sample (Bond & Fox,
2007). This value is equivalent to person separation reliabilities of
.80 and is interpreted similarly to Cronbach’s alpha. Fit to the
Rasch model is interpreted as evidence of internal validity. Item fit
to the Rasch model is evaluated with infit mean square statistics;
values between 0.7 and 1.4 for individual items are optimal (Bond
& Fox, 2007). We used Winsteps, Version 3.68.0 (Linacre &
Wright, 2009).

Results
Of the 198 participants who were interviewed and completed the
SAS⫺ASL screener, six produced elevated scores on the Random
Answering Pattern items indicating that they had not responded to
the questions on the screener in a meaningful manner. These six
cases were excluded from further analyses. Diagnostic interview
data indicated that 39.1% of the sample met DSM criteria for
current SUD. Participants had been purposely recruited from substance use treatment programs and other behavioral health programs to assure that a substantial proportion of the sample would
be criterion positive.

Discriminant and Rating Scale Analyses
Analyses were conducted to assess how well responses to each
of the 40 SAS⫺ASL items related to substance misuse (i.e.,
excluding items used to identify random responding), discriminated between participants identified as having and as not having
current SUD, and to evaluate the internal consistency of the items
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with the aim of producing a brief instrument that was accurate and
minimized respondent burden.
In prior research with hearing participants, the written English
equivalents of the items on the SAS⫺ASL had been shown to
discriminate clients who did or did not have an SUD (Heinemann
et al., 2008; Lazowski et al., 1998). In the current sample, seven
items were not significant discriminators (s2, 6, 8, 11, 12, 13, and
a8). These items included content such as, “feeling worn out for no
reason,” “knowing others with bad reputations,” “feeling energized for days at a time without sleep,” and “reexperiencing the
effects of alcohol or drugs when sober.”
We used rating scale analyses to assess the psychometric characteristics of the SAS⫺ASL 40-item set, including person reliability and item-measure correlations. Table 1 summarizes findings for
five rating scale analyses: (a) the full 40 item set, (b) alcohol items,
(c) drug items, (d) subtle items, and (e) a reduced set of 28
items. Findings indicated person reliability ranged from .89 (all 40
items) to .40 (alcohol items).
Rating scale analyses supported the discriminant analysis findings
by indicating that each of the seven nondiscriminating items also
correlated weakly (⬍ 0.4) with the overall measure. In addition, two
of these items (s2, “feeling worn out” and 13, “taking responsibilities
seriously”) as well as one item, which was significant in the discriminant function analysis (s17), had mean square infit values that exceeded the 1.4 threshold, indicating noisy fit to the underlying construct (Bond & Fox, 2007). We decided to retain item 17 about family
history of substance abuse because of its clinical utility, in addition to
its ability to discriminate a somewhat different aspect of the SUD
construct. Removing the item reduced sensitivity of the item set by
3%. To decrease the total number of items on the instrument, we
eliminated five additional items that were significant discriminators
but showed low item⫺measure correlations or low weights in the
discriminant function equation (s3, 5, 20, a5, and d3) along with the
seven items already noted, producing a final item set of 28 items. As
shown in Table 1, person reliability for the 28-item set was .85,
exceeding the criterion of .80.
Table 2 shows the item characteristics for the 28-item Rasch
solution. By selection, only one item (s17) had a mean square infit
value above 1.4, and this item was the only one that had a
correlation of less than 0.4 with the total measure. Figure 1 is a
map of item difficulties on the right and SAS⫺ASL measures for
persons on the left. Consistent with the observed SUD prevalence
of 39% in the sample, the majority of respondents reported little
substance use and few problems, as illustrated by the frequency of
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persons below the easiest-to-endorse items. The item set was able
to distinguish a range of substance use problems very well.

TestⴚRetest Reliability
We explored test–retest reliability by recruiting participants at a
substance use treatment program that provides specialized services
for deaf individuals, as well as students who were 18 years or older
and attended a residential school for the deaf. These individuals
were asked to complete the SAS⫺ASL twice within a 9- to 14-day
interval. Twenty-seven participants viewed the SAS⫺ASL video,
recorded their responses on the SAS⫺ASL paper questionnaire,
and repeated this procedure approximately two weeks later. Pearson correlations on the instrument indicated stability coefficients
of .96 for the subtle items, .93 for the alcohol items, and .89 for the
drug items. All coefficients were statistically significant (p ⬍ .01).

Correspondence of SASⴚASL Identification With
DSM Diagnoses
We randomly selected one half of the cases in each of the
diagnostic criterion groups (SUD, non-SUD) to serve as the development sample, which was used to develop a scoring routine for
the instrument, and reserved the remaining cases to serve as the
validation sample. Table 3 shows the correspondence between
SAS⫺ASL screening classifications and clinical diagnostic classifications.
Using development sample responses and an iterative process of
adjusting cutoff scores, we produced a scoring algorithm with 89%
sensitivity, 68% positive predictive value (PPV), 74% specificity,
and 92% negative predictive value (NPV); likelihood ratio (1, N ⫽
94) ⫽ 38.9, p ⬍ .001. Applying the SAS⫺ASL scoring algorithm
to the reserved validation sample yielded overall accuracy of 87%,
sensitivity of 90%, PPV of 80%, specificity of 84%, and NPV of
92%; likelihood ratio (1, N ⫽ 98) ⫽ 59.6, p ⬍ .001. Effect sizes
observed in the correspondence between the SAS⫺ASL decision
rule and the diagnostic classification of SUD, measured as ⌽, were
0.61 (Cohen’s d ⫽ 1.5) for the development sample and 0.74
(Cohen’s d ⫽ 2.2) for the cross-validation sample. These values
represent large effect sizes (Cohen, 1988).
To test how well the validation findings generalized to an
independent sample of deaf persons and to assess how long it took
participants to complete the screener, the finalized SAS⫺ASL was
recompiled without the eliminated items and administered to 65

Table 1
Summary of Substance Abuse Screener in American Sign Language Rating Scale Analyses (n ⫽ 192)
Item groups
1. 40 items (9 alcohol,
12 drug, 19 subtle)
2. 9 alcohol items
3. 12 drug items
4. 19 subtle items
5. 28 items (7 alcohol,
11 drug, 10 subtle)
Note.

Person
reliability

Items with mean
square infit ⬎ 1.4

.89

s2, s13, s17

None

.40
.70
.63

None
d12
s17

3% at ceiling, 42% at floor
4% at ceiling, 42% at floor
5% at ceiling, 16% at floor

s2, s3, s5, s6, s8, s11, s12, s13,
s17, a8
None
None
None

.85

s17

12% at floor

S17

Rating scale categories were yes or no for all items.

Item-measure rs ⬍ .40

Ceiling/floor effect
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Table 2
Substance Abuse Screener in American Sign Language 28-Item Version Rating Scale Statistics in
“Measure” Order
Item abbreviated item label

Measurea

SEM

Infitb

Correlationc

d11. Used other people’s medications
d10. Higher medication dose than prescription
a3. Drank to boost energy
a4. Drank more than intended
d8. Polydrug abuse
a1. Drinks with lunch
d1. Misused to improve mood
d9. Misuse limited goals
d7. Time in drug-related activity
s15. Drink to steady nerves
a9. Relationship problems
s21. Binge use
d5. Misused to forget pressures
a2. Drank to express feelings
d2. Misused to feel better
d4. Misused to forget feelings
a7. Argued with family, friends
s10. Smoke cigarettes regularly
d6. Got really stoned
a6. Became depressed when sober
d12. Accepted into treatment
s14. Neglected obligations
s18. Use leads to trouble
s16. Began regular use as teen
s7. Used too much alcohol, pot
s4. Sometimes drink too much
s17. Father heavy drinker/drug user
s19. Use causes family problems
M
SD

1.55
1.04
0.69
0.64
0.53
0.52
0.52
0.25
0.22
0.13
0.13
0.11
0.11
0.09
0.03
0.02
⫺0.03
⫺0.08
⫺0.19
⫺0.20
⫺0.43
⫺0.55
⫺0.73
⫺0.76
⫺0.79
⫺0.82
⫺0.95
⫺1.05
0.00
0.61

0.25
0.22
0.21
0.21
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.19
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.19
0.01

0.89
1.06
1.11
1.12
0.74
0.94
0.90
0.86
0.86
1.10
1.10
1.10
0.87
1.19
0.85
0.87
0.94
1.00
0.92
1.17
0.98
0.83
1.00
1.09
0.84
1.14
1.64
0.97
1.00
0.17

.48
.45
.46
.46
.62
.53
.56
.59
.59
.51
.50
.50
.59
.46
.60
.60
.58
.54
.59
.49
.59
.65
.60
.55
.66
.54
.29
.62

Note. Items are arranged in descending order of difficulty of endorsement (see Measure column).
a
Item difficulty in logits; item difficulties are anchored at a mean of 0 and SD of 1. b Mean square infit statistic
with expectation of 1. Values greater than 1.4 indicate unexpected noise; values less than 0.7 indicate
dependency in the data. c Correlation between item and measure.

respondents in clinical and educational settings that provide services to deaf individuals in California and Washington State.
Following evaluations by counselors of each of the participants
about their status on criteria for current SUDs, participants viewed
the ASL video and recorded their responses. Three cases had
elevated random answering scores and were excluded from further
analyses. Sample participants were White (48%), African American (7%), Asian (10%), Native Hawaiian (2%), Native American
(3%), and biracial (3%) or other races (28%). Thirty-three percent
were of Hispanic origin. Men composed 67% of the sample.
Marital status included 69% never married, 10% part of an unmarried couple, 10% were divorced, 8% married, and 3% were
separated or widowed. Education level included 13% with less
than a high school degree, 55% had a high school degree or
equivalent, 27% had less than 2 years of postsecondary education,
and 5% had a postsecondary degree. Mean years of education was
12.3 (SD ⫽ 1.0; range: 11–16). The mean age was 32.4 years
(SD ⫽ 12.6; range: 18 – 64).
It took participants an average of 15.9 min (SD ⫽ 6.6; range: 5–28)
to view the items on the video and to record their responses on the
paper form. Although participants could record their yes⫺no responses to each ASL video item on the paper form simply by locating
the item number on the form, we assessed the reading comprehension

required to read the full English text of the items, should participants
choose to do so. Findings for the written version of the SAS⫺ASL
questionnaire indicated a Flesch⫺Kincaid Grade Level readability
score of 4.3 with a Flesch Reading Ease score of 80.2.
Applying the SAS⫺ASL scoring system to participants’ responses
yielded 100% accuracy for all four validity indices; likelihood ratio (1,
N ⫽ 62) ⫽ 74.7, p ⬍ .001, as shown in Table 3. The effect size for
the correspondence between the SAS⫺ASL decision rule and the
diagnostic classification of SUD, measured as ⌽, was 1.00 (Cohen’s
d ⬎ 2.0), representing a large effect size (Cohen, 1988).

Discussion
The SAS⫺ASL instrument demonstrates strong psychometric
properties especially in light of semantic challenges involved with
ASL. The screening data demonstrate sensitivity (.90), specificity
(.84), and person reliability (.85) that are impressive given the relatively small sample. These psychometric properties were replicated in
an independent sample of 62 deaf persons and rival rigorous screeners
in the hearing population. The average administration time of 16 min
is an advantage when considering the longer interaction times typically necessary for communicating clinical information via ASL. It
typically would take a counselor longer to evaluate a deaf person for
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Figure 1. Map of items and persons on the 28-item SAS-ASL (N ⫽ 192). Each # represents 2 respondents. The
distribution of client measures (in log-odds units) is shown in the left histogram; the distribution of item
difficulties is illustrated in the right histogram. Item labels correspond to items listed in Table 2. M ⫽ mean; S ⫽
1 standard deviation. The large number of # symbols at the bottom of the figure illustrates the skew in the sample
toward low levels of SUD likelihood.
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Table 3
Correspondence of the 28-Item Substance Abuse Screener in
American Sign Language (SAS⫺ASL) With DSM Diagnoses of
Substance Use Disorders
SAS⫺ASL classification
DSM diagnostic
classification

Test positive

Test negative

Total

32
89%
15

4

36

43
74%
47

58
94

4

41

48
84%
52

57
98

0

44

18
100%
18

18

a

Development sample
Criterion positive
Criterion negative
Total
Validation sampleb
Criterion positive
Criterion negative

Total
Second validation samplec
Criterion positive
Criterion negative
Total

47
37
90%
9
46
44
100%
0
44

62

Note. DSM ⫽ Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders.
a
Sensitivity ⫽ 89%; specificity ⫽ 74%; positive predictive value (PPV) ⫽
68%; negative predictive value (NPV) ⫽ 92%. b Sensitivity ⫽ 90%;
specificity ⫽ 84%; PPV ⫽ 80%; NPV ⫽ 92%. c Sensitivity ⫽ 100%;
specificity ⫽ 100%; PPV ⫽ 100%; NPV ⫽ 100%.

SUD than it would for clients to complete the instrument; using the
screener can help allocate limited resources.
An additional strength of the SAS⫺ASL is that it underwent
extensive translation development to select comprehensible signing
conventions that are functional across geographic regions of the
United States. The methods employed in the translation/backtranslation of the instrument represent the current state of the art with
regard to semantic and linguistic instrument development, because the
process involved a team of ASL-fluent professionals and back translators from multiple regions of the United States who were culturally
deaf, children of deaf adults, credentialed professionals in the field, or
certified sign language interpreters. The resulting instrument is a
standardized screening measure for accurate identification of likely
SUD that can be used to facilitate screening and treatment referral in
programs throughout the United States.
The availability of the SAS⫺ASL in electronic form, with the
advantages of automated scoring and individual report generation,
enhance access to substance abuse screening within an underserved population. Individualized content on SAS⫺ASL screening
reports, including: loss of control in usage, experienced negative
consequences, neglect of obligations due to use, substance use to
manage emotions and cope with negative feelings, misuse of
medications, physical tolerance and/or withdrawal, and prior treatment for SUD can aid counselors in treatment planning and referral. Those interested in the SAS⫺ASL may contact coauthor
Debra Guthmann, the SASSI Institute, or go to http://
www.sassi.com/srs/sas-asl.html for further information.
The evolving availability of behavioral health care that utilizes
e-therapy increases the potential utility and applicability of this

screening tool for persons and agencies with limited deaf-specific
resources. A semantically and clinically accurate screener is the
first step in providing assistance to persons who communicate
primarily through sign language. It is not well understood by the
larger behavioral health provider communities, but the availability
of a trained sign language interpreter is a less than ideal alternative
for clinical interaction with persons who are deaf. There are
multiple issues that attenuate the quality of care provided in the
triad of clinician, interpreter, and client (Guthmann & Graham,
2004; Titus, Schiller, & Guthmann, 2008). These concerns can be
eliminated when conducting behavioral health screenings with the
SAS⫺ASL. The use of the SAS⫺ASL could constitute the first
step in a system of triage and treatment that combines the screener
with e-therapy or web-based support groups. Systems that use
local treatment resources and online deaf-specific therapies have
been shown to have particular promise for this low-incidence
population (Moore, Guthmann, Rogers, Fraker, & Embree, 2009).
Because it is challenging to provide culturally sensitive and trained
mental health professionals fluent in ASL in all but the larger
metropolitan areas, the use of technology can extend this expertise
to other geographic areas. For example, the program administered
through Wright State University has established a network
whereby anonymous self-help support groups in ASL can be
web-based and operate daily, be led by deaf individuals in recovery, and involve deaf group members from as far away as Europe
or Asia (Moore et al., 2009).
There is a history of research on the extended risk factors for
SUD by persons with disabilities, and persons who are deaf may
represent the subgroup most at risk due to cultural, communication, and structural limitations (Guthmann & Moore, 2007; Moore
& Polsgrove, 1991; Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services
Administration, 1998). Despite continuing advances in civil rights
for persons with disabilities, as well as positive changes actualized
through technology, persons who are deaf continue to be at risk for
societal disenfranchisement. Multiple factors contribute to an unacceptably high rate of behavioral disorders among persons in this
population (Moore & McAweeney, 2006/2007). One of the first
steps in addressing these conditions is to accurately identify persons at risk for behavioral problems. The development and validation of the SAS⫺ASL brings appropriate behavioral health care
one step closer to reality for persons who are deaf.

Study Limitations
The instrument’s limitations should be noted. The SAS⫺ASL is
intended for screening purposes only—it does not provide a diagnosis. Despite the provision of back-translation data from almost
40 deaf individuals from numerous regions throughout the United
States, some may not be familiar with the signs selected to convey
alcohol, illicit drug, and prescription drug use and misuse terminology. It is also possible that inclusion of written English item
content on the answer forms could prove distracting to participants
who do not have at least a fourth grade level of English reading
comprehension. We valued the brevity of the screening instrument
and in so doing eliminated items designed to detect response
minimization; therefore, it is possible the screener will miss individuals who attempt to conceal their use. Finally, the screening
accuracy rates observed in these samples from behavioral health
and family social service programs that provide services to deaf
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persons may not be representative of all such programs and their
replication awaits further investigation.

Conclusion
We developed a 28-item instrument in ASL to screen for SUDs
in deaf individuals. The SAS⫺ASL demonstrates high sensitivity
and good specificity; it requires approximately 16 min to complete.
The instrument can be used to provide access to standardized,
culturally appropriate, and psychometrically sound SUD screening
for deaf individuals and can be self-administered, which may be
particularly valuable in programs where deaf-specific resources
are limited. The software platform developed to support the instrument’s use provides counselor access to the SAS⫺ASL and
support documents via the Internet, as well as automated scoring
and individualized reports on screening results via email or fax.
The SAS⫺ASL can be used to assist counselors in identifying deaf
persons in need of further evaluation for SUD and facilitate treatment planning based on individualized SUD content areas identified on the screening reports.
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